This paper develops a new estimation method for nonstationary vector autoregressions~VAR's! with unknown mixtures of I~0!, I~1!, and I~2! components+ The method does not require prior knowledge on the exact number and location of unit roots in the system+ It is, therefore, applicable for VAR's with any mixture of I~0!, I~1!, and I~2! variables, which may be cointegrated in any form+ The limit theory for the stationary component of our estimator is still normal, thereby preserving the usual VAR limit theory+ Yet, the leading term of the nonstationary component of the estimator has mixed normal limit distribution and does not involve unit root distribution+ Our method is an extension of the FM-VAR procedure by Phillips~1995, Econometrica 63, 1023-1078! and yields an estimator that is optimal in the sense of Phillips~1991, Econometrica 59, 283-306!+ Moreover, we show for a certain class of linear restrictions that the Wald tests based on the estimator are asymptotically distributed as a weighted sum of independent chi-square variates with weights between zero and one+ For such restrictions, the limit distribution of the standard Wald test is nonstandard and nuisance parameter dependent+ This has a direct application for Granger-causality testing in nonstationary VAR's+
INTRODUCTION
Nonstationary vector autoregressions~VAR's! with I~1! processes have been investigated by many authors, and their statistical theory is now well established+ The statistical theory for such VAR's is developed by Park and Phillips 1989! and Sims, Stock , and Watson~1990!+ The maximum likelihood estimation of those models in error correction model~ECM! or reduced rank form is proposed by Ahn and Reinsel~1988! and Johansen~1991!+ Toda and Phillips 1993 , 1994 ! consider testing for causality in such nonstationary VAR's+ Phillips~1995! shows that the fully modified least squares~FM-OLS! regression by Phillips and Hansen~1990! provides an optimal inference for regressions with unknown mixtures of I~0! and I~1! regressors+ Chang and Phillips ~1995! extend the methodology to regressions including I~2! regressors and propose the residual-based fully modified least squares~RBFM-OLS! procedure+ The approach by Phillips~1995! and Chang and Phillips~1995! is in sharp contrast with other existing methods+ All the existing optimal methods presume knowledge on the unit roots and cointegration in the model, which is in practice obtained through preliminary tests+
The theory for FM-OLS is valid also for VAR models with unknown mixtures of I~0! and I~1! components, as shown in Phillips~1995!+ However, the RBFM-OLS method by Chang and Phillips~1995! is not applicable to VAR's with unknown mixtures of I~0!, I~1!, and I~2! components+ The estimator is simply undefined in the context of VAR's+ We propose in the paper a new method called residual-based fully modified vector autoregression~RBFM-VAR! procedure that is applicable to any VAR, as long as the individual variables are integrated of order not exceeding two+ We allow for any unknown mixture of I~0!, I~1!, and I~2! variables included in the VAR model+ Moreover, the I~1! and I~2! variables may be cointegrated in any form among themselves+
The RBFM-VAR procedure is an extension of the FM-VAR methodology developed in Phillips~1995! and is optimal in the sense of Phillips~1991!, though it does not require precise knowledge about the number of unit roots and double unit roots in individual series and the cointegrating relationships in the model+ Naturally, our estimator has a limit distribution that is identical to that of the fully modified vector autoregression~FM-VAR! estimator by Phillips~1995! when the VAR includes only I~0! and I~1! components+ For a certain class of linear restrictions, we show that the inference based on our estimator yields Wald tests that are asymptotically distributed as a weighted sum of independent chi-square variates with weights between zero and one+ The rest of the paper is organized as follows+ Section 2 introduces the model with assumptions+ Our RBFM-VAR estimator is proposed in Section 3, where we also investigate the asymptotic behavior of the estimator+ Section 4 develops an asymptotic theory for the modified Wald tests based on the RBFM-VAR regression+ The results from Monte Carlo simulations are reported in Section 5+ Section 6 concludes the paper+ Mathematical proofs are given in the Appendix+
The following terminology and notations are used in the paper+ We denote by V ϭ (kϭϪ`E~uk u 0
THE MODEL AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Suppose we want to estimate a pth order VAR given by y t ϭ A 1 y tϪ1 ϩ {{{ ϩ A p y tϪp ϩ « t ϭ A~L!y tϪ1 ϩ « t ,
where A~L! ϭ (iϭ1 p A i L iϪ1 + The system~1! is initialized at t ϭ Ϫp ϩ 1, + + + ,0+ We let the initial values $ y Ϫpϩ1 , + + + , y 0 % be any random vectors including constants, because our asymptotics do not depend on them+ To be more specific about the order of unit roots and cointegrating space, we write~1! as
in the ECM format used by Johansen~1995!+ The ranks of P 1 and P 2 , and their ranges and null spaces, determine the nonstationary characteristics of the model+ In what follows, we use the notations g 4 and T g, defined, respectively, by g 4 ' g ϭ 0 and T g ϭ g~g ' g! Ϫ1 , for matrices g~n ϫ r! and g Ќ~n ϫ~n Ϫ r!! of full column rank+ Assumption 1+ We assumẽ a! « t is i+i+d+ with zero mean, variance matrix S «« Ͼ 0, and finite fourth order cumulants+ b! The determinantal equation 6I Ϫ A~L!L6 ϭ 0 has roots equal to one or outside the unit circle, i+e+, 6L6 Ն 1+ c! P 2 ϭ ab ' has rank r Ͻ n, where a and b are~n ϫ r! full rank matrices+
has rank s Ͻ n Ϫ r, where C ϭ P 1 ϩ P 2 and w and h arẽ~n Ϫ r! ϫ s! matrices of full column rank+
Remarks+ a! When r 0 and s 0, it follows from Theorem 3 in Johansen~1995! that y t is a mixture of I~0!, I~1!, and I~2! processes under Assumption 1~a!-~e!+ Specifically, b 2
' ᭝y t are stationary processes, where
Notice that the last stationary process listed involves cointegration of I~2! process y t with its own difference ᭝y t , thereby establishing multicointegration or polynomial cointegration introduced in Engle and Yoo~1991!+ It follows that~b, b 1 ! ' y t , b 2 ' ᭝y t are I~1! processes and b 2 ' y t is I~2!+ b! In the case where r ϭ s ϭ 0, we have P 1 ϭ P 2 ϭ 0, and this implies that y t is a noncointegrated I~2! process+ Our estimation of I~2!-VAR~1! is based on the least squares regression
where z t ϭ~᭝ 2 y tϪ1 ' , + + + ,᭝ 2 y tϪpϩ2
, and the coefficient matrices F and A are defined accordingly from A i 's in~1!+ We may recover the estimates for A i 's from those of F and A using the relationships
The regressors included in z t earlier are the lagged second differences, and hence they are known to be stationary; however, those in w t are the first differences and the levels of the data that are of unknown mixed order+
We use a~2n ϫ 2n! matrix H to separate out the I~0!, I~1!, and I~2! components of the~2n ϫ 1! regressor w t of unknown mixed order+ In the notation of Assumption 1, the matrix H is expressed as
and the corresponding inverse as
The component matrices H 1 , H 2 , and H 3 are of ranks m 1 ϭ 2r ϩ s, m 2 ϭ n Ϫ r, and m 3 ϭ n Ϫ r Ϫ s, respectively+ We then specify w t as follows:
where u 1t , u 2t , and u 3t generate, respectively, the I~0!, I~1!, and I~2! components of w t + The matrix H contains the information about the exact orders of integration of the individual components in the potentially nonstationary regressor w t and the precise form of cointegration in the model~3!+ We emphasize that H is unknown and that the method proposed in the present paper assumes no such knowledge about H+ Define an~np ϫ np! matrix G by
and its inverse by
The matrix G separates out the I~0!, I~1!, and I~2! components of the entire regressor x t ϭ~z t ' , w t ' ! ' in~3!+ We may now rewrite the model~3! as
where
and Moreover, if we let w t ϭ « t ࠘ x 1t , then $w t % is a martingale difference sequence~mds! with var~w t ! ϭ lr var~w t ! ϭ S «« ࠘ S x11 , because $« t % is independent and identically distributed~i+i+d+! under Assumption 1+ Therefore, we have
where S x11 ϭ Ex 1t x 1t ' +
THE RBFM-VAR ESTIMATOR AND ITS LIMIT THEORY
We now introduce a new method of estimating the I~2!-VAR model~1! that does not require prior knowledge about the number of unit roots and double unit roots in the system or pretesting to determine the dimension of the cointegration space+ Our method is based on the regression formulated in~3!, which can be viewed as a regression with an unknown mixture of I~0!, I~1!, and I~2! processes+ One may therefore consider directly applying the RBFM-OLS method of Chang and Phillips~1995! to estimate the model~3!+ Unfortunately, the method is not applicable here+ The RBFM-OLS procedure corrects the endogeneity using the residual from the first order autoregression of the differenced nonstationary regressor w t ϭ~᭝y tϪ1 ' , y tϪ1 ' ! ' , which reduces in this case to
However, we have [v 1t ϭ [v 2t , and this results in singularity in parameter estimates+ To see this, write ᭝ 2 y tϪ1 ϭ ᭝y tϪ1 Ϫ ᭝y tϪ2 and note that ᭝y tϪ2 is included in the regressors~᭝ 2 y tϪ2 ' ,᭝y tϪ2 ' ! ' in~9!+ Therefore, the fitted residual [v 1t from the regression for ᭝ 2 y tϪ1 becomes identical to the fitted residual from the regression for ᭝y tϪ1 , which is exactly [v 2t + The RBFM-OLS estimator is therefore not defined for the VAR models+
To introduce a new estimator, we write~3! and~6! in matrix format as
with Y Ϫ1 ϭ~y 0 , + + + , y TϪ1 !+ We use for the construction of our correction terms the preliminary ordinary least squares~OLS! residual [« t and the process
where Z N is the OLS coefficient estimate from the regression of ᭝y tϪ1 on ᭝y tϪ2 + We also define Z V ϭ~᭝ 2 Y Ϫ1 ,᭝Y Ϫ1 Ϫ Z N᭝Y Ϫ2 !+ Our estimator, which we call the RBFM-VAR estimator, is defined by
where consistent estimates for various nuisance parameters are denoted by Z , as we will explain subsequently+ Note from the definition of Z F ϩ given in~12! that we leave the known to be stationary regressor Z intact and transform only the regressors of unknown mixed order W to correct for its potential endogeneity and serial correlation effects+
In the formulae for the correction terms given in~13!,
v᭝w is a kernel estimate of the one-sided long run covariance of [v t and ᭝w t + These kernel estimates are defined in the general form, which can be found in Priestley~1981! or Hannan~1970!+ As in the analyses for the I~1! cointegrated models in Phillips~1995! and for the I~2! cointegrating regressions in Chang and Phillips~1995!, the kernel estimation of both V and D continues to play an important role in developing the limit theory for our I~2!-VAR models+ We use the same class of admissible kernels as in the aforementioned references+
We also employ the same expansion rate order symbol O e defined in Phillips 1995! and Chang and Phillips~1995! to explicitly characterize rates of expansion of the lag truncation or the bandwidth K ϭ K~T ! as T r`+ We use the definition K ϭ O e~T k ! to impose some explicit conditions on how the bandwidth parameter K grows as T r`+ In particular, the bandwidth parameter expansion rate, k, is used in the kernel estimation of the long run covariance matrices appearing in the formulae for our correction terms given in~13!+ We use a subscript coupling notation b by b ϭ 2,3 to group the nonstationary regressors and their coefficient matrices in~6! as x bt ϭ~x 2t
' , x 3t ' ! ' and F b ϭ F 2 , F 3 !+ We may then conveniently formulate the asymptotic theory in terms of the component submatrices F 1 and F b that correspond to the stationary and nonstationary components of the regressors+ Also define D T ϭ diag~TI m 2 , T 2 I m 3 ! for normalization of the I~1! and I~2! components in our subsequent asymptotic analyses+ We now present the limit theory for the RBFM-VAR estimator given in~12!+ THEOREM 1+ Under Assumption 1, we havẽ
Remarks+ a! The limit distribution of the RBFM-VAR estimator for the stationary component coefficient remains the same as the corresponding OLS estimator, which will be called OLS-VAR henceforth+ Therefore our procedure does preserve the usual VAR limit theory for the stationary components in the absence of prior or pretest information on the cointegration space+ b! The limit distribution of the RBFM-VAR estimator for the nonstationary coefficient is mixed normal+ The mixed normality follows from the independence of the limit Brownian motions B «{2 and O B b + The covariance matrix V ««{2 of B «{2 is singular along H 2 defined in~4!+ This implies in particular that the limiting distribution in part~b! is degenerate in the unit root direction+ It is possible to analyze lower order asymptotics along this direction, but we do not pursue it any further in the paper+ ~c! The statistical independence of the limit distributions in parts~a! and~b! in the preceding discussion is established by the i+i+d+ property of « t + The form of the covariance matrix, S «« ࠘ S x11 Ϫ1 , in part~a! is also due to this property+ d! The process [v t defined in~11! can be viewed as the residual from regression~9! with restrictions on the coefficient matrix Z J, namely,
The zero restrictions on Z J remove the singularity problem that arises in the application of the RBFM-OLS procedure+ To examine the preceding regression more explicitly, we further partition the rotation matrix H and its inverse as
and use these to respecify the model~14! as
where we use the notations Z J ij ϭ H i 2 Z NH j 2 , for i, j ϭ 1,2,3+ The probability limits of the coefficient matrices on the I~1! regressor ᭝w 3tϪ1 in the regressions~15! and~16! are zero lest the regressions be spurious+ However, p lim Z J 33 ϭ I, because the regression~17! is a full rank I~1! regression+ We may indeed show that
can then be expressed as
using the definitions of u 1t , u 2t , and u 3t given in~5!+ e! As can be seen clearly from the previous discussion, the process [v t extracts and locates the stationary processes u 2t and u 3t exactly where they are needed for the correction of the endogeneities in the I~1! and I~2! components+ In the stationary direction, however, [v t contains ᭝u 1t , the difference of the stationary process u 1t , which has zero long run variance+ The limit of the kernel estimate Z V [v [v of the long run variance of [v t will therefore be singular in the stationary direction+ This is precisely why our correction terms constructed from [v t leave the usual VAR limit theory for stationary components intact, while successfully removing the endogeneity problem in the limit distribution of the nonstationary OLS-VAR esti-mates+ To achieve this, we of course need to correct for the serial correlation effects induced by our correction terms, i+e+, the one between v t and w t in the I~1! direction+ This is again done similarly by exploiting the asymptotic singularity of the kernel estimate Z D [v᭝w of the one-sided long run covariance of [v t and ᭝w t + Seẽ A+4! and~A+5! in the Appendix+ f ! When there are only I~0! and I~1! components in the system, the limit distribution given in part~b! becomes mixed normal with variance
, which is identical to that of the FM-VAR estimator in Phillips 1995!+ Moreover, the conditional covariance matrix given in part~b! is identical to that of the maximum likelihood estimator~MLE! under Gaussian errors obtained by Kitamura~1995!, because
Our results in part~b! characterizing the asymptotic behaviors of our estimators correspond to those of the exact MLE under normality obtained by Johansen~1995, Theorem 5!+ However, it seems difficult to establish a direct comparison because the two estimators are based on different normalizations+ 
HYPOTHESIS TESTING IN RBFM-VAR REGRESSION
We consider hypothesis testing in the VAR model~1! formulated as in~6!+ As usual, we write the general linear restrictions on the coefficient matrix F as
It is well known that the Wald test for the hypothesis~18! has chi-square limit distribution if the rank condition
holds+ However, the rank condition~19! may fail+ Importantly, such rank condition may fail in testing for Granger causality, as Phillips~1993, 1994 ! point out+ They show that the limit theory of the causality test in nonstationary I~1!-VAR's may involve nuisance parameters and nonstandard distributions, if based on the OLS-VAR estimator+ To alleviate such difficulty, we propose to use
« is the usual covariance matrix estimate for the regression errors+ It is a modified Wald test based on our RBFM-VAR estimator Z F ϩ defined in~12!+ Both W F ϩ and the standard Wald test have the same x q 2 limiting distribution when the rank condition~19! is satisfied+ However, they are expected to behave quite differently when the rank condition~19! fails+
To look more closely at the limit theory of W F ϩ in the case of rank condition failure, we suppose that the restriction matrix R has the Kronecker product form R ϭ R 1 ࠘ R 2 ' , where R 1~q1 ϫ n! and R 2~n p ϫ q 2 ! are of rank q 1 and q 2 , respectively, with q 1 q 2 ϭ q+ The causality restrictions may be formulated in this Kronecker product form that can be further restricted to~22!, which fol-lows+ See the next section for an illustration+ The rank condition~19! is then written accordingly as
which fails when R 2 ' G 1 ' is of deficient row rank+ This happens when the restriction R 2 isolates some of the nonstationary coefficients of A in F ϭ~F, A!+ To effectively analyze such cases, we more specifically let R 2 ϭ diag~R 2F , R 2A ! so that the restrictions on the potentially nonstationary coefficient A can be written out separately from those on the known to be stationary coefficient F as
where rank~R 2F ! ϭ q F , rank~R 2A ! ϭ q A , with q 2 ϭ q F ϩ q A , and for some suitable matrices R 3F and R 3A + We may then write
where rank~R 2A1 ! ϭ q A1 , and rank~R 2Ab ! ϭ q Ab , with q A ϭ q A1 ϩ q Ab , and for some matrices S A1 and S Ab + We assume without loss of generality that the matrix S A1 has full column rank+ When q Ab 0, i+e+, when the restriction does relate to the nonstationary coefficients of A, the R 2 ' G 1 ' becomes deficient in row rank, and consequently the rank condition~21! fails+ The standard x q 2 limit theory therefore does not apply in this case+ The following theorem provides the limit distribution of the mod- ' X ! Ϫ1 for the entire coefficient matrix F ϭ~F, A!, irrespective of whether the associated variable is I~0!, I~1!, or I~2!+ With our mds regression errors, this weighting matrix is proper for the stationary coefficient estimates; however, for the estimates of the nonstationary coefficients, it is heavier than it should be+~For a more detailed explanation, see Phillips, 1995 , Remark 4+6~d!+! c! The hypothesis formulated in~18! or~22! does not include the test of the rank of P 2 , except for the special case P 2 ϭ 0+ The reader is referred to Johansen~1995! for the general rank test+ On the other hand, Johansen also considers the hypothesis of the form P 2 R 2 ϭ R 2 , with known restriction matrix R 2 + This is just a linear hypothesis on P 2 , which is a special case of the restriction we consider here+
The limit theory presented in Theorem 2 establishes the extension of the results in Theorem 6+1 of Phillips~1995! to more general VAR models that allow for I~2! processes and a wider range of cointegrations+ Our theory includes causality tests and therefore offers an alternative to sequential test procedures such as the one in Toda and Phillips~1994! and to artificial model overfitting procedures such as the one introduced in Choi~1993!+
A MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
To examine the finite sample behavior of the newly proposed RBFM-VAR estimator and test statistics, we perform a Monte Carlo simulation+ For the simulation, we consider a VAR in y t ϭ~y 1t , y 2t ! ' generated by
We set « t ; i+i+d+ N~0, S! with S ϭ ͩ 1 0+5
0+5 1 ͪ in the simulation+
The preceding data generating process for y t can be written in the ECM form as in~2! with F~L! ϭ 0,
where the parameters r 1 and r 2 are required to be 6r 1 6 Ͻ 1 and Ϫ2~1 ϩ r 1 ! Ͻ r 2 Յ 0 under condition~b! of Assumption 1+ Note that when r 2 ϭ 0 and r 1 ϭ 1, we have P 1 ϭ P 2 ϭ 0+ This is exactly the case discussed in Remark~b! following Assumption 1+ Here, the model~24! becomes ᭝ 2 y t ϭ « t , which means that both y 1t and y 2t are I~2! with no cointegration+ If r 2 ϭ 0 and 6r 1 6 Ͻ 1, then~24! is written explicitly as ᭝y 1t ϭ r 1 ᭝y 1tϪ1 ϩ « 1t and ᭝ 2 y 2t ϭ « 2t + This implies that y 2t is still I~2! but y 1t becomes I~1! for all 6r 1 6 Ͻ 1+ When r 2 0, the implications from Theorem 3 of Johansen~1995! directly apply+ In the notations used in Assumption 1, we have from the reduced rank restriction P 2 ϭ ab ' that a ϭ~r 2 ,0! ' and b ϭ~1,0! ' + It is straightforward to see that r ϭ 1 and s ϭ 0 in conditions~c! and~d! of Assumption 1+ Conditioñ e! in Assumption 1 is also trivially satisfied+ This then implies that y t is composed of I~0!, I~1!, and I~2! processes+ More specifically,
as discussed in Remark~a! following Assumption 1+ We look at the following three cases, each of which is defined by the values of the parameters r 1 and r 2 :
Case A~r 1 , r 2 ! ϭ~1,0!+ In this case, both y 1 and y 2 are I~2! processes with no cointegrating relationship+ Furthermore, none of y 1 and y 2 Granger-causes the other+ Case B~r 1 , r 2 ! ϭ~0+5,0!+ One can easily see that y 1 reduces to I~1! process under this specification, because 6r 1 6 Ͻ 1+ The other variable y 2 remains to be I~2! process+ As in Case A, no Granger causality exists in either direction+ Case C~r 1 , r 2 ! ϭ~Ϫ0+3,Ϫ0+15!+ As in Case B, y 1 and y 2 are I~1! and I~2!, respectively+ However, y 2 in this case Granger-causes y 1 + We test whether y 1t is caused by y 2t + Then the null hypothesis of noncausality can be formulated as H 0 : 1 p 12 ϭ 0 and 2 p 12 ϭ 0,
which can also be expressed as R vec~P 1 , P 2 ! ϭ r as in~18! with
where R and r can be written, respectively, as R ϭ R 1 ࠘ R 2 ' and r ϭ vec~R 3 ! with
, and R 3 ϭ~0,0!+ The null hypothesis is tested via Wald tests constructed from the OLS-VAR and the RBFM-VAR estimators for the coefficient matrices P 1 and P 2 + For each set of simulations, samples of sizes 150 and 500 are drawn 10,000 times to compare the finite sample performances of the OLS-VAR and the RBFM-VAR estimators+ Also the Wald tests based on the OLS-VAR and the RBFM-VAR estimators are compared in terms of their finite sample sizes and power properties+ We explore how close the finite sample sizes of these Wald tests are in relation to the nominal sizes of the bounding variate x 2 2 + Table 1 reports the finite sample biases and standard deviations~s+d+! for the OLS-VAR and RBFM-VAR estimators of P 1 and P 2 for Cases A-C when T ϭ 150+ The results from the simulations with T ϭ 500 are similar to those from the simulations with T ϭ 150 and thus are not reported+ Figures 1-3 present the density estimates for the OLS-VAR and the RBFM-VAR estimates+ Here we only report the results for P 1 and for the sample size T ϭ 150+ The results for P 2 and for the simulations with T ϭ 500 do not provide much additional information+ Each figure has a set of four density estimates for the individual coefficients of P 1 ϭ~1p ij !, i, j ϭ 1,2+ Table 2 reports for Cases A-C the finite sample sizes and rejection probabilities of the standard Wald test W F constructed from the OLS-VAR estimates and the modified Wald test W F ϩ based on the RBFM-VAR estimators defined in~20!+ As one can see from Table 1 and Figures 1-3 , the RBFM-VAR estimators generally perform better in finite samples than the OLS-VAR estimators in terms of both biases and variances+ The former have smaller biases and variances than the latter in most cases+ This, however, is not so for every case+ There are a few cases where the OLS-VAR estimators outperform the RBFM-VAR counterparts+ This is indeed expected from our theory+ There are stationary components in the model, for which no correction is needed+ For the coefficients of the stationary components, the OLS-VAR estimators are efficient, and our method introduces unnecessary correction terms+ The unnecessary correction would incur additional finite sample biases and variations+ Though we do not report the details to save space, these additional biases and variations disappear as the sample size increases+
The finite sample sizes of the modified Wald test W F ϩ constructed from the RBFM-VAR estimator are relatively much closer to the nominal sizes+ As can be seen from Table 2 , the standard Wald test W F based on the OLS-VAR estimator has serious size distortions for both Cases A and B+ Worse, this problem appears to persist even for large samples+ The size distortions of the standard Wald test are enormous even when the sample size is as large as 500+ The null of noncausality would therefore be overrejected significantly if based on the standard Wald test+ For Case C, the reported numbers are the rejection probabilities for the modified and standard Wald tests+ They are smaller for the modified Wald test, compared to the standard Wald test+ As a result, the rejection of the null hypothesis is more likely if one uses the modified Wald test+
CONCLUSION
The RBFM-VAR procedure we proposed in the paper can be used to statistically analyze VAR models without specifying nonstationary characteristics of the model+ In particular, we allow for the presence of I~2! variables and coin- 
OLS-VAR estimators Bias
Note: The actual numbers reported are scaled by !T for both biases and standard deviations+ tegrations of the form CI~1,1!, CI~2,2!, and CI~2,1! and for multicointegration in the VAR systems+ The asymptotic theory established in the paper shows, however, that the RBFM-VAR estimator is consistent and that its leading term has mixed normal limit distribution+ This is achieved without the specification of the nonstationary characteristics of the regressors and the precise configurations of cointegration space+ The mixed normal limit distributions of the RBFM-VAR estimates simplify statistical inference in cointegrated I~2!-VAR's+ Wald tests that are based on the RBFM-VAR estimator are shown to have a limit theory that involves a linear combination of independent chi-square variates+ The limit distribution is bounded above by the usual chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of restrictions being tested+ Thus, the conventional critical values can be used to construct asymptotically valid, but conservative, tests in our RBFM-VAR regressions+ This has a direct application for Granger-causality tests in nonstationary VAR models+ NOTES 1+ Note that the long run variance V is singular+ To see this, we may write, as in Johanseñ 1995!, u 2t ϭ C~L!« t for an~m 2 ϫ n! infinite matrix lag polynomial C~L!+ Then it follows that B 2 ϭ C~1!B « + Also note that B 3 ϭ~I m3 ,0!B 2 , which can be seen easily from the definitions given iñ 4! and~5!+ Figure 3 . Densities of OLS-VAR and RBFM-VAR estimates for Case C 2+ Our results here are not comparable to the limit theories in Johansen~1997! because he uses a different parameterization there+ established in that reference are directly applicable to our present analysis for explicitly characterizing the limit behaviors of the kernel estimates of the long run and one-sided long run covariance matrices used in the construction of the RBFM-VAR correction terms given in~13!+ We begin by rewriting the RBFM-VAR estimator Z F ϩ defined in~12! as
, which can be written more explicitly as 
for the bandwidth parameter expansion rate k ʦ~0, 1 2 _ !, and, thus, we can use Z V «v h and
and Z V [v h [v h without affecting our later asymptotic analyses+ We also have from Lemma 6~c! and~d! of Chang and Phillips~1995! that 
The error terms appearing in the preceding expression are of order o p~1 ! for a bandwidth expansion rate k ʦ~1 4 _ , 1 2 _ !+ Then it follows immediately from~8! that
where S x11 ϭ Ex 1t x 1t ' , which is shown to be positive definite in Lemma 1~iii! of Toda and Phillips~1993!, and this completes the proof+ Part (b)+ Similarly, it follows from GG b ϭ~0, I m b ! ' and~A+1!-~A+5! that
' + All the error terms in the equation are o p~1 ! for k ʦ~0, we have
Define P D T ϭ diag~I n~pϪ2!ϩm 1 ,!TI m 2 , T 302 I m 3 !+ Then it follows from~A+6! that using the notations Q 1 and Q b defined in~A+8!+ We now consider the asymptotics for the Wald statistic when the restriction matrix R has the form R ϭ R 1 ࠘ R 2 ' + The Wald statistic W F ϩ in this case is obtained from the
